
High quality asphalt coatings 
and cements for all your roof, 
foundation, and driveway 
maintenance needs.

It’s a messy 
job — 

why do it 
twice? 

alcm.com



Our ALCM division has provided contractor-grade 

coatings and cements for over 60 years. Quality products 

and excellent customer service have been our hallmark, 

and we remain committed to those standards. Unlike 

many coating companies who cheapen the quality to meet 

a price point, we believe in high quality products so your 

customers will keep coming back to buy more. 

Contractor tested, contractor requested.

ALCM- A Division of FBC Chemical

ALCM Plant

7301 Bessemer Avenue 

Cleveland, Ohio 44127

FBC Chemical – Home Office

PO Box 599

Mars, PA 16046

Ph: 724-625-3116

1-800-446-2340 (toll free)

Fax: 724-625-1640

www.alcm.com

99.99% customer satisfaction rate! Less than 0.001% 
of all our orders result in a customer complaint. 
 
We do not sell to Big Box Stores
 
Ship orders in less than 5 days. 
 
Products manufactured “up” to ASTM quality 
standards, not “down” to meet a price point.
 
Complaints are handled in person by one of our sales 
representatives or technicians 
 
Educated staff and lab technicians to keep our quality 
compliant with technological and legislative changes.
 
Phone calls are always answered by a person, not  
a machine. 
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Fiber Roof
Coating

A fiber coating that can be used on 

asphalt built up roofing, felts, metal, 

concrete, or masonry surfaces to seal 

out moisture and add years to the life 

of the roof. Coating repels water and 

preserves the roof surface as well as 

sealing small cracks, joints, seams, 

and nail holes. 

       Can be used as a fiber 
       foundation coating

       Apply by brush or spray

       Meets ASTM D 4479 Type I

       Available in 55 gal. drum, 5 gal. 
       pail, and 1 gal. can

 Rubberized Damp 
Surface Roof Coating

A fiber roof coating with the addition 

of butyl rubber to allow the coating 

to remain flexible after it has cured. It 

also contains a special additive to help 

coating adhere to damp surfaces.  

       Use anywhere you would use  
       a fiber roof coating

       Helps to keep coating from 
       cracking with the expansion 
       and contraction of surfaces 
       due to changes in weather.

       Apply by brush or spray

       Do NOT use on EPDM rubber 
       roofing

       Available in 55 gal. drum, 5 gal.  

       pail, and 1 gal. can

Butyl-lastic 
Roof Coating

A premium quality, highly rubberized fiber 

roof coating. The high concentration of 

butyl rubber allows this coating to remain 

flexible for many years after application. 

       Our longest lasting black roof coating

       Use anywhere you would use a 
       fiber roof coating

       Apply with a brush, do not attempt  
       to spray

       Do NOT use on EPDM rubber roofing

       Available in 55 gal. drum and 5 gal. pail

Asphalt/Felts = 2.5 to 3 gallons 

Metal = 1.5 to 2 gallons

Masonry = 1.5 to 3 gallons

Concrete = 1 to 2 gallons

Asphalt/Felts = 2.5 to 3 gallons 

Metal = 1.5 to 2 gallons

Masonry = 1.5 to 3 gallons

Concrete = 1 to 2 gallons

Asphalt/Felts = 3 to 4 gallons 

Metal = 2 to 2.5 gallons

Masonry = 2 to 3 gallons

Concrete = 1.5 to 2.5 gallons

DOUBLE ESTIMATION IF USING 
WITH POLYESTER

Approximate Coverage Rate
(per 100 square feet)

Non-fiber 
Roof Coating

A specially formulated asphalt coating 

used to preserve slightly weathered 

asphalt roof surfaces. Penetrates 

and rejuvenates worn out surfaces. 

Provides excellent protection 

against rust.

       Use on metal surfaces, gutters,        
       spouts, and tanks to guard 
       against rust

       Use two coats on concrete or 
       masonry surfaces

       Apply by brush, spray, or roller

       Available in 55 gal. drum, 5 gal. 
       pail, and 1 gal. can

Asphalt Emulsion 
(Non-Fiber)

An environmentally safe, solvent-free 

roof coating that provides a durable, 

waterproof surface over asphalt, felts, 

metal, concrete, and masonry surfaces. 

Adheres naturally to damp surfaces 

and is an excellent base coat for 

aluminum roof coatings. Works great in 

conjunction with 2 oz. polyester fabrics. 

       Can be used as a foundation  
       damp-proofing coating

       Keep from freezing!

       Apply by brush or spray

       Meets ASTM D 1227 Type III, Class 1

       Available in 55 gal. drum and 
       5 gal. pail  

Asphalt Emulsion 
(Fiber)

An environmentally safe, solvent-free 

roof coating that is fortified with fibers 

for exceptional strength. Provides 

a durable, waterproof surface over 

asphalt, felts, metal, concrete, and 

masonry surfaces. Adheres naturally to 

damp surfaces.

       Excellent for use over alligatored 
       asphalt roofing

       Keep from freezing!

       Apply by brush or spray

       Meets ASTM D 1227 Type II, Class 1

       Available in 55 gal. drum and 
       5 gal. pail

Asphalt/Felts = 1 to 2 gallons 

Metal = 0.75 to 1.5 gallons

Masonry = 1.25 to 1.75 gallons

Concrete = 1 to 1.5 gallons

Asphalt/Felts = 2 to 3 gallons 

Metal = 1.5 to 2.5 gallons

Masonry = 2 to 2.5 gallons

Concrete = 1.5 to 2.5 gallons

DOUBLE ESTIMATION IF USING 
WITH POLYESTER

Asphalt/Felts = 2 to 3 gallons 

Metal = 1.5 to 2 gallons

Masonry = 2 to 2.5 gallons

Concrete = 1.5 to 2.5 gallons

ROOF COATINGS, EMULSIONS & PRIMERS
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Asphalt 
Roof Primer 

(Low VOC)

A thin, non-fiber liquid that will 

penetrate and soften dried out asphalt 

built up roofing or felts to allow for 

better adhesion of coatings, cements, 

and emulsions.

       Can be used to prime 
       rusted metal surfaces prior 
       to application of aluminum 
       roof coatings

       Apply by brush, spray, or roler

       Meets ASTM D 41

       Compliant with VOC laws in  
       OTC states

       Available in 55 gal. drum, 5 gal. 
       pail, and 1 gal. can

Asphalt
 Roof Restaurant

Designed to penetrate and revitalize 

worn out asphalt roofs by restoring 

the lost oils due to weathering. A new 

layer of coating is left on the surface of 

the old asphalt and serves to protect it 

from weathering and act as a binder for 

the replacement of gravel or slag.

       To be used on roofs with a slope of 
       ½” per foot or less

       Apply by brush or spray

       Available in 55 gal. drum and 
       5 gal. pail

Asphalt/Felts = 0.5 to 1 gallons 

Metal = 0.25 to 0.50 gallons

Masonry = 0.5 to 1 gallons

Concrete = 0.5 to 1 gallons

Asphalt Build Up Roofing = 5 to 7 gallons

Approximate Coverage Rate
(per 100 square feet)

Roof Coatings, Emulsions, and Primers Cont.

Fiber vs. Non-Fiber

When fiber is added to roof coatings, it helps to fortify the coating 

and provide internal reinforcement. These fibers make the coating 

more durable and last longer than a non-fiber coating. While non-fiber 

coatings are not as durable, they do have a superior coverage rate 

and are easier to spray.
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1.3# Aluminum Fiber 
Roof Coating

A standard grade aluminum roof 

coating that forms a weatherproof seal 

as it reflects the harmful effects of the 

sun’s UV radiation protecting the asphalt 

underneath. Lowers energy costs 

and extends the longevity of the roof.  

Excellent on mobile homes, metal roofs, 

or asphalt modified singly ply roofing. 

       Guaranteed to contain the 
       specified 1.3 lbs. of high quality 
       aluminum paste per gallon

       Aluminum paste meets 
       requirements of ASTM D 962 
       Type II

       Use on new or properly prepared 
       aged roofs

       Apply by brush or spray

       Reduces energy costs and keeps 
       buildings cooler in the summer

       Available in 55 gal. drum, 5 gal.  
       pail, and 1 gal. can

2# Aluminum Fiber
Roof Coating

A contractor grade aluminum roof 

coating designed to reflect the sun’s 

UV radiation and protect the asphalt 

underneath. Will be more reflective and 

last longer than conventional aluminum 

roof coating.

       Guaranteed to contain the 
       specified 2 lbs. of high quality 
       aluminum paste per gallon

       Exceeds ASTM D 2824 Type III

       Apply by brush or spray

       Reduces energy costs and keeps 
       buildings cooler in the summer

       Available in 55 gal. drum, 5 gal. 
       pail, and 1 gal. can

3# Aluminum Fiber
Roof Coating

The highest quality and most reflective 

fiber aluminum roof coating available on 

the market.  Will outlast and protect the 

roof longer than any 2# or conventional 

aluminum fiber roof coating.

       Guaranteed to contain the 
       specified 3 lbs. of high quality 
       aluminum paste per gallon

       Exceeds ASTM D 2824 Type III

       Apply by brush or spray

       Reduces energy costs and keeps 
       buildings cooler in the summer

       Available in 55 gal. drum, 5 gal. 
       pail, and 1 gal. can

Asphalt = 2 to 3 gallons 

Single Ply = 1.5 to 2 gallons

Metal = 1.5 to 2 gallons

Asphalt/Felts = 2 to 3 gallons 

Single Ply = 1.5 to 2 gallons

Metal = 1.5 to 2 gallons

Asphalt = 2 to 3 gallons 

Single Ply = 1.5 to 2 gallons

Metal = 1.5 to 2 gallons

Approximate Coverage Rate
(per 100 square feet)

1.2# Aluminum 
Non-Fiber Roof 

Coating
A standard grade non-fiber aluminum 

roof coating that forms a smooth, 

reflective weatherproof seal. Can be 

applied to asphalt built up roofing, 

metal, or asphalt modified single ply 

roofing. Designed to reduce energy 

costs and protect the roof from the 

harmful effects of the sun’s UV radiation. 

       Guaranteed to contain the 
       specified 1.2 lbs. of high quality 
       aluminum paste per gallon

       Aluminum paste meets 
       requirements of ASTM D 962 
       Type II

       Keeps buildings cooler in the 
       summer

       Excellent for farm silos and mobile 
       homes

       Available in 5 gal. pail and 
       1 gal. can

#2 Aluminum 
Non-Fiber Roof 

Coating
A contractor grade non-fiber aluminum 

roof coating that forms a smooth, 

reflective weatherproof seal, which 

helps to reduce energy costs and 

protect the roof underneath from UV 

radiation. Will be more reflective and 

last longer than any other non-fiber 

aluminum roof coating on the market. 

       Guaranteed to contain the 
       specified 2 lbs. of high quality 
       aluminum paste per gallon

       Meets ASTM D 2824 Type I

       Keeps buildings cooler in the 
       summer

       Best non-fiber aluminum for farm 
       silos, metal roofs, and mobile 
       homes

       Available in 5 gal. pail and 
       1 gal. can

Elasticote White
Elastomeric Coating

(Solvent-Based)

A flexible coating applied easily 

as a heavy bodied paint that cures 

to a monolithic, elastic membrane 

with exceptional tensile strength. 

Its elastomeric properties allow it to 

stretch and recover making it a long 

lasting weatherproof coating. The white 

color helps to reflect the sun’s harmful 

UV radiation, keeping the building 

cooler and reducing energy costs. Can 

be applied to asphalt, metal, or single 

ply asphalt modified roofing.

       Reflects over 90% of the sun’s 
       UV rays

       Flexible coating moves with the 
       expansion and contraction of the 
       roof to increase the longevity 

       Apply by brush, roller, or spray

       Available in 5 gal. pail or 1 gal. can

Asphalt = 0.5 to 0.75 gallons 

Single Ply = 0.5 to 0.75 gallons

Metal = 0.25 to 0.5 gallons

Asphalt = 0.5 to 0.75 gallons 

Single Ply = 0.5 to 0.75 gallons

Metal = 0.25 to 0.5 gallons

Asphalt = 2.5 to 3 gallons 

Metal = 2 to 2.5 gallons

Single Ply = 2 to 2.5 gallons

REFLECTIVE ROOF COATINGS
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White Elastomeric
Roof Coating 

(Water-Based)

A single component, 100% modified 

acrylic roof coating. This coating is 

modified with rubber-like polymers 

designed to produce a tough, water-

resistant elastomeric coating. Cures to 

a bright white monolithic membrane 

with exceptional tensile strength, high 

reflectivity, and excellent resistance 

to mildew or fungus growth. Saves on 

energy costs as it reduces interior 

temperatures while reducing the

effects of thermal shock on the roof.

       Reflects over 80% of the sun’s 
       UV rays

       Flexible coating moves with the 
       expansion and contraction of the 
       roof to increase the longevity 

       Apply by brush, roller, or spray

       Available in 5 gal. pail or 1 gal. can

Asphalt = 2.5 to 3 gallons 

Metal = 2 to 2.5 gallons

Single Ply = 2.5 to 3 gallons

Approximate Coverage Rate
(per 100 square feet)

Reflective Roof Coatings Cont.

Spraying Fiber Aluminum

We filter all our fiber aluminum roof coatings during the 

manufacturing process to ensure that they can be easily 

sprayed by the end user. To spray any grade of our 

fiber aluminum roof coatings, we recommend using the 

following gauges:

       

      2000 psi minimum at tip

      .035 inch tip

      ½ inch hose

13
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HP-365 Rubberized
Flashing Cement

The industry’s best flashing cement, 

specially formulated with SBS rubber. 

Buttery consistency makes for extremely 

easy troweling that will not sag, making 

it ideal for vertical application. This 

superior cement has more strength 

than typical roof cement and will remain 

flexible for years. It can be used to repair 

splits, cracks, or blisters in asphalt or 

composition roofing, as well as sealing 

gutters, skylights, copings, vents, 

chimneys, roof fans and to fasten  

loose shingles. HP 365 can be used  

on wet roofs and be applied under  

ponding water.

       Can be used 365 days of the year 
       in any weather

       Will stick under water

       Apply with a trowel or putty knife

       Available in 5 gal. pail, 3 gal. pail, 
       1 gal. can, and 10 oz. tube

Neoprene Rubber 
Roof Cement

A trowel grade, neoprene based 

material ideal for applications where 

movement is expected. The elastomeric 

cement not only has a high tensile 

strength but also has an elongation 

value of 400%. It contains no asphalt.

       Flexible and will not crack with  

       movement of the roof

       Apply with a trowel or putty knife

       Available in 5 gal. pail or  

       10.5 oz. tube

Cold Process
Adhesive

A semi-thick fibered adhesive which 

provides long-lasting adhesion and 

a watertight seal to layers of cold 

applied, asphalt-coated, rolled roofing. 

Excellent with ½ lap selvage edge 

roofing. Not recommended for 90# 

granulated rolls or to be used as a 

modified bitumen adhesive.

       Use in place of fibered roof coating 
       where the pitch is too steep for 
       roof coating

       Apply by brush or spray

       Meets ASTM D 3019 Type III

       Available in 5 gal. pail and 
       1 gal. can

8 gallons on ALL surfaces 4 to 8 gallons on ALL surfaces Used as adhesive  = 1.5 to 2 gallons

Used as a coating = 2.5 to 3.5 gallons

Approximate Coverage Rate
(per 100 square feet)

Approximate Coverage Rate
(per 100 square feet)

ASPHALT CEMENTS & ADHESIVES

Plastic Roof
Cement

A heavy bodied mastic cement that will 

stay soft and pliable while maintaining 

a weatherproof seal for many years. 

Apply around chimney’s, skylights, vent 

pipes, or gutters. Excellent to refasten 

loose shingles. Utilize with glass or 

cotton fabrics for repairs where extra 

strength is required. 

       Seasonally adjusted formula 
       allowing it to be applied any time 
       of the year

       Use to repair cracks, splits, or 
       blisters on asphalt built up roofs

       Use to repair or set flashings

       Apply with trowel or putty knife

       Available in 5 gal. pail, 3 gal. pail, 
       1 gal. can, and 1 quart can

Wet/Dry Surface
Roof Cement

A heavy bodied mastic cement with a 

special additive to help adhere to wet 

or damp surfaces. Excellent cement to 

use during times of inclement weather. 

Apply around chimney’s, skylights, vent 

pipes, or gutters. Excellent to refasten 

loose shingles. Utilize with glass or 

cotton fabrics for repairs where extra 

strength is required.

       Seasonally adjusted formula 
       allowing it to be applied any time 
       of the year

       Use to repair cracks, splits, or 
       blisters on asphalt built up roofs

       Use to repair or set flashings

       Apply with a trowel or putty knife

       Available in 5 gal. pail, 3 gal. pail, 
       1 gal. can, 1 quart can, 1 quart tube, 
       and 10.5 oz tube

Premium Flashing
Cement

A heavy bodied mastic cement specially 

formulated to be one of the easiest 

troweling cements in the marketplace. 

This cement is stronger than conventional 

roof cements and will not sag, making 

it ideal for vertical application. Great for 

demanding roof repairs.

       Use to repair or set flashings

       Use to repair cracks, splits, or 
       blisters on asphalt built up roofs

       Apply with a trowel or putty knife

       Available in 5 gal. pail and 
       3 gal. pail

8 gallons on ALL surfaces 8 gallons on ALL surfaces 8 gallons on ALL surfaces
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Approximate Coverage Rate
(per 100 square feet)

Modified Bitumen
Adhesive

A fibrated and SBS modified asphalt adhesive 

specially designed for adhering SBS modified 

rolls and cap sheets. It can also be used to 

adhere asphalt coated base sheets. The 

adhesive will bond the sheets and provide  

a weatherproof seal.  

       Available in brush or trowel grade

       Apply “brush grade” by brush, 
       spray, or notched squeegee

       Apply “trowel grade” by trowel

       DO NOT OVERAPPLY! This can 
       cause blistering of the sheets

       Available in 5 gal. pail

Brush grade  = 1.5 to 2 gallons

Trowel grade = 4 to 8 gallons

Asphalt Cements & Adhesives Cont.

Did you know?

The majority of solvent-based cements sold in Big Box stores 

contain water in their ingredients list. Manufacturers do this to 

keep production costs down, but it also cheapens the quality 

of the product. Many of these cements become hard and brittle 

when used, sag on vertical surfaces, and tend to crack and split 

after only a few years. ALCM roof cements do not contain water 

and always stay pliable, have long lasting durability, and are 

easy to use all year round.
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FOUNDATION PRODUCTS - DAMPPROOFING 
Prevents Water Vapor Penetration

Foundation
Coating

A non-fiber liquid asphalt coating 

designed for dampproofing below 

grade, external vertical concrete or 

masonry surfaces. Two coats are 

recommended. Coating forms a tough 

and pliable film which helps to 

prevent the entrance of moisture into 

or through foundation walls. 

       Apply by brush, roller, or spray

       Available in 55 gal. drum, 5 gal. 
       pail, and 1 gal. can

Rubberized Damp 
Surface Foundation

Coating

A unique, medium bodied fibered 

foundation coating with special 

additives allowing it to be used on 

damp surfaces. Blended with rubber, 

it has far great flexibility and strength 

than conventional foundation coatings. 

It’s  consistency and body allows it to 

be brushed easily onto surfaces 

without fear of running or sagging. 

       Used for dampproofing below 
       grade, vertical exterior concrete, 
       or masonry surfaces

       Apply by brush or spray

       Available in 55 gal. drum and 
       5 gal. pail

Foundation
Emulsion

An environmentally safe, solvent-free,  

non-fiber foundation coating made from 

asphalt, water, and clay. Its light paste 

consistency will be applied thicker than 

conventional solvent-based foundation 

coatings, resulting in more protection 

from the entrance of moisture into or 

through foundation walls. 

       KEEP FROM FREEZING!

       Apply by brush or spray

       Brush or Trowel grade

       Available in 5 gal. pail 

Concrete = 1 to 1.5 gallons

Masonry = 1.25 to 1.75 gallons

 

Concrete = 1.5 to 3 gallons

Masonry = 1.5 to 3 gallons

Concrete = 1.5 to 2.5 gallons

Masonry = 1.5 to 2.5 gallons

Approximate Coverage Rate
(per 100 square feet)

Dampproofing vs. Waterproofing

Foundation coatings are classified into two catergories – 

dampproofing and waterproofing. Dampproofers prevent soil 

moisture from going through the foundation walls into the 

basement, but they are not meant to stand up to hydrostatic 

pressure. Waterproofing products prevent the entrance of soil 

moisture through the foundation walls while also withstanding 

hydrostatic pressure. They will last longer and are more 

protective than dampproofers.  
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WATERPROOFING 
Prevents Water Penetration Due To Hydrostatic Pressure

Metal Cote

A dry blend of iron fillings and 

reactive agents which, when mixed 

with Portland cement and water, forms 

an excellent below grade waterproof 

coating. Can be mixed to a brush or 

trowel grade. Recommended for use 

by experienced contractors.

       Apply by trowel or brush

       Available in 5 gal. pail

Wet/Dry  
Foundation Mastic

A heavy bodied mastic cement 

designed for waterproofing below 

grade, external vertical concrete or 

masonry surfaces. An impervious 

waterproofing system is formed 

when the mastic is used with a 

reinforcement fabric.  

       Can be used in applications which 
       are too severe for brush grade 
       foundation coating

       Apply with a trowel or putty knife

       Available in 5 gal. pail

Polymer Modified
Foundation Coating

A specially refined asphalt coating 

blended with select fibers, oils, and 

modified with polymer to increase 

flexibility. It provides a superior vapor 

barrier and excellent damp proofing 

and waterproofing protection. This 

elastic coating provides a continuous 

film without cracking when applied 

according to directions.

       Meets the waterproofing & 
       damproofing requirements of 
       the International Building Code® 
       2003 & the Residential Building 
       Code® 2003.

       Apply by brush or spray

       Available in 5 gal. pail and 
       1 gal. can

Concrete/Masonry = 

minimum 30 lbs. dry blend

Concrete/Masonry = 7 to 8 gallons Concrete/Masonry = 2 to 4 gallons

Approximate Coverage Rate
(per 100 square feet)
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Polymer Modified
Foundation Emulsion

An environmentally safe, solvent-free, 

foundation coating that is a specially-

refined clay stabilized asphalt emulsion 

modified with polymer to increase 

flexibility. It provides a superior vapor 

barrier and excellent damp proofing 

and waterproofing protection.

       Meets the waterproofing & 
       damproofing requirements of the 
       International Building Code® 2003 
       & the Residential Building Code® 
       2003.

       Apply by brush or spray

       Available in 5 gal. pail and 
       1 gal. can

Concrete/Masonry = 3 to 5 gallons
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Squeeze Bottle 
Liquid Crack Filler

An asphalt emulsion which contain no 

solvents. Comes in convenient squeeze 

bottle with an adjustable spout to fill 

cracks up to ½ “ width. Filler is rubber-

ized for flexibility.

Use to seal cracks BEFORE 
applying sealer or sealer/filler

Apply directly from the bottle

Available in 1 gallon squeeze bottle

Crack & Joint Sealing
Compound Paste

A heavy fibered and rubberized mastic. 

Fills cracks up to 1” wide. A longer last 

and more durable and flexible seal is 

formed compared to using liquid crack 

filler. Will also shrink less than liquid 

crack filler when cured.  

For filling in cracks and expansion 
joints in asphalt or concrete pave-
ments

Apply with a trowel or putty knife

Available in 1 gal. can

Chuckhole
Cold Patch

A premium grade cold patch blended 

with mineral aggregate and selected 

asphalt. Ready to use from the bag. 

Seasonally adjusted so it is always 

easy to use. 

Shovel material into chuckhole  
and compress

Can be used on both asphalt  
and concrete driveways

Quick and economical solution  
to chuckholes

Available in 50 lb bag or 5 gal. pail

150 lineal feet of crack at 

¼” width by ½” deep

 

20 lineal feet of crack at 

1” wide by 1” deep

5 square feet, 1” deep compacted

Approximate Coverage Rate
(per 50 lb Bag)

Asphalt 
Emulsion Sealer 

(Yellow Lid)

An asphaltic sealer that protects and 

beautify asphalt surfaces, fills in hairline 

cracks, and provides increased traction.  

Dries to a rich black color. This sealer 

is NOT intended for use on steeply 

pitched surfaces.

       KEEP FROM FREEZING!

       Apply with a squeegee

       Available in 5 gal. pail

Asphalt Emulsion 
Filler/Sealer 

(Red Lid)

An asphaltic sealer formulated with 

sand aggregate and latex to provide 

additional traction and skid resistance. 

Great for steeply pitched driveways. 

Beautifies and fills in hairline cracks.

       Recommended for sloped 
       driveways

       KEEP FROM FREEZING!

       Apply with a squeegee

       Available in 5 gal. pail

Polymer Modified 
Asphalt Emulsion 
Filler/Sealer (Blue Lid)

Our best driveway sealer! A contractor 

grade asphalt sealer designed to 

protect and beautify asphalt surfaces, 

fill in hairline cracks, and provide 

increased traction. Formulated with a 

polymer that will increase the life and 

flexibility of the asphalt surface. 

       Recommended for commercial 
       parking lots

       KEEP FROM FREEZING!

       Apply with a squeegee

       Available in 5 gal. pail

Asphalt Driveway = 1 gallon Asphalt Driveway = 1 gallon Asphalt Driveway = 1 gallon

Approximate Coverage Rate
(per 100 square feet)

DRIVEWAY MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS
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What’s that smell?!

Coal tar driveway sealers have a strong, unpleasant odor 

that lasts for weeks after the driveway has been sealed and 

cured. Our ALCM asphalt emulsion driveway sealers do not 

have a strong odor and do not cause skin irritation like coal 

tar or oil-based driveway sealers. Since it’s an emulsion, 

tools and skin are easily cleaned using mild soap and water 

instead of harsh solvents like mineral spirits. 

MISCELLANEOUS PRODUCTS

Rapid Seal

A unique product which stops leaks on 

flat roofs. Comes in a dry-granular form. 

Excellent temporary seal is formed when 

material is poured directly from pail into 

standing water. Rapid-Seal seeks the leak 

and plugs it. After water has evaporated, 

sweep up the material and make a 

permanent repair. Also serves as an 

excellent night seal or circular dam.

Emergency roof leak stopper  
when inclement weather prevents 
repair work

Compatible with all roofing 
materials, must be a flat roof

Pour ½” layer directly from pail 
onto suspected leak

Timbercoat
Wood Protector  
& Fence Paint

A thin asphaltic liquid which can be 

applied to railroad ties, landscape 

timbers, fences, fence posts, dock 

pilings, and wooden foundations. 

Will penetrate the wood to protect 

against moisture and adverse 

weather conditions.

Can  be used above/below ground

Apply by brush, roller, or spray

Available in 5 gal. pail

Super-Seal Tape

This is a high tech adhesive tape with 

an integrated primer. It will adhere to 

EPDM, APP and SBS modified, PVC, 

asphalt, tar, metal wood, concrete, and 

block. Super Seal Tape fixes leaks and 

waterproofs upon contact with the 

repair area. 

Will adhere underwater

Apply by removing plastic backing 
and pressing in place

UV resistant

Available in white or black

50 square feet

 

Wood = 0.5 to 1 gallon 4” x 50’

6” x 50’

Approximate Coverage Rate
(per Pail)

Approximate Coverage Rate
(per 100 square feet)

Roll Length
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Questions?

Our goal continues to be maintaining and building upon long-lasting 
relationships with our customers and suppliers. Our customer service 
team is available to service you Monday through Friday from 8:00 a.m. 
to 4:00 p.m. EST.

    fbc@fbcchem.com

    (724) 625-3116

    1-800-556-8030 (toll free)

PALLETS 

55 gal. drum  4 per pallet

5 gal. pail  36 or 48 per pallet

3 gal. pail  60 or 80 per pallet

Rapid-seal  60/pallet

Chuckhole Patch 56/pallet

Packaging Information

CARTONS

1 gal. can  4/carton

1 quart tube  10/carton

10.5 oz. tube  12/carton

1 quart can  12/carton

Rain, Rain, Go Away!

During times of torrential and continuous rain, the last thing that 

people need is to discover they have a roof leak. When repairing 

the leak with a coating is not an option due to bad weather, Rapid 

Seal is the answer. Simply pour the material into the standing 

water on the roof, and Rapid Seal will seek out the leak and seal it 

indefinitely until a permanent repair job can be done. Rapid Seal 

will work on any type of flat roof.



The FBC Family of Companies

laurencowaterproofing.com triedandtruewoodfinish.com

alcm.com

fbcchem.com

ALCM - A Division of FBC Chemical

ALCM Plant

7301 Bessemer Avenue 

Cleveland, Ohio 44127

FBC Chemical – Home Office

PO Box 599

Mars, PA 16046

Ph: 724-625-3116

1-800-446-2340 (toll free)

Fax: 724-625-1640

asphaltproductsco.com


